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Well finally the Winter has bitten. We had all woken to a proper hoar frost and the trip out to Barley 
was delightful – especially as Debonair was driving  

There was some confusion on arrival as to where we should park some opting for the ‘pub car park 
option’ and others for a ‘road round the back’! This made it hard to call the pack to order promptly at 
11 as we were still waiting for Whittle’s senior to make it down the road. It was a smallish pack, but the 
lack of too many front runners meant that initially as we headed away matters were kept neatly 
together. Having taken the road out of the village we crossed onto a field where Klinger instantly 
headed off across a recently sewn field. Aghast (well ish) the rest of the pack kept to the field edge 
and then cut across to the other edge of the village, the cricket field and out into the country side. 

Worryingly we then found ourselves faced with hills – we are just not used to them!  We slogged up 
and down a few – but to be fair it was just such a bracing and beautiful morning that it didnt seem to 
matter.  

Our hare kept with us marking directions for stragglers and late comers (hmmm Lady Slipstream and 
Fuck me in Public….) and the walking pack was back at base before the runners – always a good sign 
 

The circle was lacking in choir members so we made the best of a bad job – Klinger was held to task 
for crop running – though he was adamant that it was actually the correct route of the footpath, various 
people were called up on account of requiring wee stops in public as the pub wasn’t open at the start 
and our hare got one for failing to lay checkpoints whilst the trail was being run in the places where 
they obviously should have been. 

Our esteemed RA wanted the words to his zippady doo dah song changed to encorporate Googly’s 
moans  but without strong choir leadership we struggled with the correct intonation on that! Shamcock 
did mention that perhaps were now sorry that we’d ‘sacked’ him as songmaster…..  

 


